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About This Game

BAYANI is a fast-paced, 1-on-1, indie fighting game made by an all Filipino development team. The game features a
combination of 2D fighting and full 3D graphics and simplified 6 button controls. BAYANI was designed with accessibility in
mind and it is meant to be an easy to pick-up difficult to master fighting game that all players can enjoy— from newcomers to

professionals alike.

With the help of professionals in the fighting game industry as well as support from the local fighting game community (FGC),
the game retains the depth and mind games necessary to make the game viable for competitive play.

EARLY ACCESS FEATURES

 Philippine history inspired characters: All the characters in the game are inspired from REAL LIFE historical
personalities of the Philippines.

 Stages base on real locations: All stages in the game are based on real locations in the Philippines where each stage
has significant relation to the game character's real life inspiration.

 Single Player Arcade Mode: Fight against random AI controlled opponents in a one-on-one close quarter combat.

 2 Players Versus Mode: Choose your favorite character and compete with your family and friends through local 1v1
multiplayer.
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 Training Mode: Check character moves, practice devastating combos and explore each available BAYANI character
in this mode.

 Immersive Soundtrack: Feel each character's personality, strength, sadness and conflict through originally composed
music.

THE CHARACTERS

During the game’s early access launch, BAYANI will have 3 characters with different gameplay, mechanics, and quirks. They
are all inspired by historical figures that have had a significant impact in the country’s history. This makes every character
unique and different to play and makes for a varied playing experience. More characters will be added at a later date via

updates.

STAGE BASED ON REAL LOCATIONS

All stages in the game is based on real locations in the Philippines where each stage has significant relation to the game
characters and their real life inspirations.
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Title: BAYANI - Fighting Game
Genre: Action, Indie, Early Access
Developer:
Ranida Games
Publisher:
Ranida Games
Release Date: June 12, 2019

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: i5-4460

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: Geforce GTX 750

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 1 GB available space

English
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April 2019 Update - Leon's Gameplay:
After a lot of do-overs with FChamp, around 3 iterations, we finally have a game-play for the 3rd character in our early access
roster - Leon. For our Kickstarter backers who were able to play the demo before, Leon's game play will have a much faster
game-play and will rely less on his stances

Base archetype is a Setup/Vortex, so Leon's game-play revolves around getting a knockdown and making the opponent guess
50/50 whether its a low attack or overhead then combo into a knockdown - repeat.

Here's a short gameplay video of Leon

Leon also have tons of tools to get in as well, with his air superiority and flashy air combos with high damage. Drawback is his
heavy reliance on meter and low HP.

We are working now on polishing Leon's attack effects and his Fatal and Final arts.

Cheers everyone!
Ben. Early Access Release Date Announced and Public Demo Now Available!:
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We are happy to announce that BAYANI will be launched on early access on June 12, 2019! The game will be priced at $15.99
and the early access version will come with four playable characters, 3 game modes (versus, arcade, and training), 4 stages, and
8 original background music. All early access buyers will be entitled for the base game version of Bayani – 9 characters with
additional story mode, stages, and background music at no additional cost once full released.

We also release the public demo of BAYANI! The demo is now available for download on our website.[www.bayaniph.com]
The demo version have 2 playable characters (Joe and Tonio) with 2 game modes – Versus and Training mode.

Disclaimer
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